Mandala Exchange

2021 - A Year in Review
Greetings, fellow Mandalarians!
As our first year of operations comes to a close, we would like to formally thank our growing
community for its continued dedication to Mandala. We started this project with the vision that
Mandala would cater to all traders, big and small, and have not wavered from this mission as we
close out our first year of operations and move forward into 2022.
Our community has allowed Mandala to have a successful first year with consistent growth. We
started January 1st with a little over 100 users registered on our platform and have grown to
over 50,000 unique accounts on the exchange.
Thank you for choosing Mandala as your crypto trading home!
In 2021, we were able to achieve multiple upgrades to our
platform including:
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

★

New platform launch, trading enabled
Security improvements to wallet infrastructure
Stability improvements to our desktop UI
Mobile App launches for both Android and iOS
API Upgrades
Mobile App fixes
New Trading UI for our desktop client, offering three
different display options for users to actively trade on
First independent token listing
Mandala NFT Moonshot collection. First set was
successfully released during our Vabble token listing
First trading bot integration. (CryptoHero)
Mandala University launch
Partnership with The BlockChain Academy. Fully custom
and branded Mandala SubDomain in the process of being
built
Buy MDX with Indacoin

Exchange Metrics:
We closed the year with over 2.2 billion dollars in trading executed on the Mandala Exchange.
This is our quarterly volume breakdown for the year:
Q1: $297,270,326.74
Q2: $618,359,798.68
Q3: $551,259,332.63
Q4: $784,991,280.95
Some of our highest traded pairs throughout 2021 were: (Excluding Stablecoins)
SHIB - BTC - ETH - SOL - XRP - XLM - THETA - MDXT

Total number of registered users as of December 31st was 53,496.
Quarterly user breakdown for 2021:
Q1: 11,510
Q2: 22,015
Q3: 6,039
Q4: 13,932

Mandala has achieved profitability in our first year of operation which has allowed us to grow our
marketing budget substantially. Our plan is and always has been to constantly reinvest a
significant amount of our profits back into our product to make the user experience second to
none.

MDX Token
Our MDX token has also had a good year. In early december of 2020, our token was priced at
approximately $0.008 and hit an all time high of $0.498 in April. As of now, it currently sits at
$0.06. We are actively looking at multiple ways to increase token utility and functionality on both
the platform and via 3rd party integrations.
The first token utility improvement being Mandala Madness, which we announced on New
Years Eve. Eligible users who lock their tokens to receive trading rebates on our exchange will
now automatically be entered into a monthly lottery with a chance to win a share of our volume;
potentially tens of thousands of dollars in either MDX or USDT!
We look forward to bringing you more token utility improvements in the coming months.

Marketing
Our marketing department has worked on multiple partnerships this year including:
Coinbound
Ciscion PR
Stockhead - Australian publisher
1M+ site visits / month

●
●
●

We will have regular published articles.
First Article Coming soon: “Why Aussies Crypto Traders are getting screwed”
Bi-weekly podcast - Hosted by Jett with GDayCrypto
Mandala Market Madness
■ Market Breakdown
■ Hot projects
■ Big Movers
■ Hot ICO’s, Airdrops, Fair Launches, etc
Industry Insiders
■ Interview Style
■ Feel you could contribute and want to volunteer? Let us know!
My 2 Sats
■ Educational content
■ TA, chart analysis
■ Security
■ Accounting/taxes

■
■
■

Portfolio Diversity
PNL
Do you have any suggestions? Let us know!

Platinum Crypto Academy
● Email campaign sent to 125k subs
● Full page ad exposure to 220k magazine subscribers
● Exposure to 18 Crypto Facebook groups with over 750k followers
● Continued PR releases
● PCA activations to date have generated over 41,000 clicks to our website
New Global Marketing Partnership - Strategy Exchange Marketing Firm (SX)
● Structural rebuild. The team has a data-driven focus, and will apply their expertise
across targeted written and creative strategies, audience segmentation, optimizing UX,
and much more. Our previous marketing partners have not had the access necessary to
implement what SX plans to.
● User retention will be another primary focus through our partnership with SX. What are
people trading? How often? Where are our users coming from? What marketing
initiatives are driving those users to Mandala and driving the highest possible ROI? How
can we segment and target our audience based on all the above? How can we analyze
this data and apply it to expanding our global user base?
● SX has been instrumental in the $multi-million growth and development of some of the
biggest projects in the world, including the largest token sale of 2021, raising over
$40,000,000.
CYAO - Spanish Tiktok, YT, Twitter
https://www.tiktok.com/@cyaofinanzas?lang=en
This TikTok Video received 380k views, 27k likes, & 400 comments
This TikTok Video received 250k views, 17k likes, & 250 comments

Secured a more long term agreement for the following:
● Translating our How-To videos for our Spanish YT account
● Translating all of our Tweets for an official Spanish Twitter account
● Buildout of a Spanish Mandala Tiktok account using the same strategies that have made
his own accounts successful.
Youtube Influencer Promos
Multiple YouTube videos were released on channels like Voskcoin, CryptoLove, Coach K,
WendyO, Millennial Investor, Geoid and many more. We have curated an extensive list of a
wide range of influencers across the industry, of which we will strategically utilize with our
notable releases moving forward.
Contests/Giveaways
Trading contests have performed extremely well for us over the last year, boosting both user
acquisition & volume with each. Going into 2022, we will continue to capitalize on trending
tokens and projects to further grow our user base and exchange volume.

Our access to trading metrics has improved significantly and has helped track the effectiveness
of these trading contests. Going forward, these metrics will help us dive a bit deeper into what
our users are trading and which communities we should target next.
Mandala Social Amplification Gleam Campaign
● 846 unique entrants
● 515 new exchange user signups, 7200 impressions
● Highest participation = Turkey
● Top action was Google Search (2,187 searches) which helped our SEO
● This contest boosted our ranking on CMC & CG as well as our Google SEO rankings
Miami Crypto Experience
We attended the Miami Crypto Expo in May and November of 2021 and were able to create new
relationships in both marketing and development. We met some very intelligent and motivated
people working for some really great projects in our industry. You may see the results of these
conversations in upcoming integrations, partnerships, and listings.
We were also able to capitalize on our Gleam campaign during the conference while sharing our
brand and associated merchandise with conference attendees, sponsored projects, and
possibly fruitful introductions.
CoinDesk PreRoll Ad
During the month of December we ran a pre roll ad on Coindesk.com which highlighted some of
our biggest USPs. (video clip with the GoldenEye 007 Soundtrack)
Metrics:125k impressions

PolygonScan Banner Ad
We recently ran a banner ad on the PolygonScan Transaction page targeting users who are
bridging tokens across different chains. This was a trial run for similarly targeted ads we will run
on Dextools pair explorer pages.
Metrics: 7 day banner on TX page - 1350 clicks

Socials
As we reported in November of 2021, our social exposure has increased dramatically with traffic
increases month over month as high as 101%
Best 2 Months on Twitter:
●
●
●

April - 1.1m impressions
November - 982k impressions
Last 90 days of 2021 our Twitter saw 1.8m impressions

Creatives
We released our first Mandala Moonshot NFT with our first
exclusive listing (Vabble). We are currently working on our
second rendition of Mandala Moonshot for our next exclusive
listing!

We have recently engaged a couple of our talented community members to contribute to
Graphics and Animations.
● Discord names = Operationgetsum & TdR040
● We will be formulating some longer term agreements with these guys, as we are very
impressed!
● These two are very talented. You may have seen some of their work recently.
○ Coindesk Preroll Ad - Mandala Madness Lottery + so much more…

Business Development
Mandala Exchange Exclusive Listings:
In 2021, Mandala successfully launched its first exclusive listing with Vabble, a film
industry-based cryptocurrency. More information about Vabble and their team can be found at
https://www.vabble.com/
Our business development team has secured our second listing and integration is currently
underway. We will have more updates on this soon. Our third listing is in the planning stages
and we will be sure to let you all know when the time is right.
Automated Trading
Our business development team has also worked to secure multiple bot and automated trading
platforms to add to Mandala Exchange, bringing world class liquidity and order books to the high
frequency community. Currently, CryptoHero is integrated with our platform, with other bots in
varying stages of development and integration.
Fiat On-Ramp
Mandala Exchange has partnered with Indacoin in order to bring its user base a state-of-the-art
fiat on ramp platform. With over 100 cryptocurrency pairs to choose from including the MDX
token, Indacoin provides a secure, fully regulated fiat gateway to easily purchase crypto with
one of fourteen different fiat pairs, catering to Mandala’s global user base.

Education
Mandala believes that the best user base is an educated user base, and partnered in 2021 with
Blockchain Academy to bring its user base a comprehensive set of crypto and blockchain
related courses. Thus far, Mandala has provided its users with two unique courses, Blockchain
Foundations and Cryptocurrency & Bitcoin Trading Course, with twenty five hours of
educational content and corresponding assessments. The user will earn a Mandala Branded
Certificate upon completion of each course. Mandala will be building out our educational content
throughout 2022 to serve the needs of our community, ranging from new traders to experienced
veterans.

Support
Our support team has done a fantastic job resolving over 6200 tickets in 2021!
We will continue to bolster this area of our team by bringing on new support agents to help with
the growing number of tickets as our exchange continues to grow.
We just brought on a third support agent and can now more effectively cover three 8 hour shifts
for a full 24 hour coverage. With this added bandwidth we have plans to revamp the FAQ
section to help streamline support. This will include informational pages for new and exclusive
listings (VAB), updates to the fee schedule page, articles related to supported token forks,
instructional/how-to articles, and more. We are also in the process of creating the most
streamlined processes with Binance for specific issues, and make sure to take note of the
turnaround time for some issues.
Zendesk Metrics:
-

-

6200 tickets, 4500 users
2300 Deposit/withdrawal issues
600 KYC tickets
1800 Swap tickets
200 Asset recovery tickets
Remaining 1300 are split between bug tickets, general inquiries, and API related questions

As we move into 2022, the experience we have gained as a team in 2021 will allow Mandala to
stay on the cutting edge of development, by integrating increased token functionality that
appeals to our target audience as well as our current user base. We wouldn’t have made it this
fast without you, so thank you!
Happy New Year, and in the words of one of our favorite characters…
“Mandalarians Are Stronger Together.”

Sincerely,
The Mandala Team

